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War Bond Delivery
Will Be Speeded Up
Major Lee H. Tucker, War Savings Bond Officer of the First Serv~
ice Command, during his recent visit to Dow Field t-0 c-0nfer with Col.
Valentine and Lt. Licht, Base War Savings Bond Officer, discussed the
slow delivery of War Bonds which has disturbed many subscribers.
The following facts concerning the delivery of War Bonds were
presented by Major Tucker:
A. The Army Pay Reservation
Plan was first conceived and planned prior to our entry into the war.
It originally eontemplated a purely
voluntary non-competitive. program
for military personnel and was
inaugurated in April, 1942 on this
basis.
.
B . Our entry into the war, with
consequent increase in the size of
the Anny, followed by the increase in pay of June, 1942, the
By PRIVATE LARRY KAYE
Servicemen's Dependents AllowIn keeping with the spirit of the
ance Act of 1942, and finally, a
complete· change in the procedure Yuletid! season, the Dow Field
under the Civilian War Bond Cam- Christmas Eve broadcast featured
paign, have all added tremendously three favorite carols, ·'Oh, Little
to the mechanical and administra- Town of Bethlehem," "It Came
tive details in the Office of Chief Upon A Midnight Clear," and "Silof Finance, War Bond Division. ent Night." Gayer holiday music
These, together with ..,ther activi- including "Parade of the Wooden
ties of the Finance Department, Soldiers" and 'White Christmas"
have made it impossible t-0 obtain added a still more uostalgic t-Ouch
quickly enough sufficient, qualified
to the program, brmging to each
personnel to keep abreast of the
unexpectedly large response t-0 the of our minds associations with past·
Christmases.
War Bond Program.
An imaginary tour through a
C. The
difficult
employment
Radio Show
War Bonds
Please Turn to Page 2
Please Turn to Page 2

Yuletide Spirit
Brightens Dow
Field Radio Sholv

SPEED UP WAR BOND DELIVERY Left to right ".\Tajor Lee Tucker, Lieutenant
Licht am! Colonel Valentine discuss the methods of faster bond delivery.

Major [Santa Claus] Dow Is
Star of Children's Party
The children of Dow Field's officers and enlisted men were entertained here at a party Wednesday afternoon.
First, the children were shown
----------------

a motion picture program consist··
ing of comic shorts anli cartoons.
Then, gathered in the recreation
hall with their mothers, the young
ones were treated to a musical program by the Dow Field Troubadors.
Santa Claus, in the person of
Major Dow arrived on the scene
in a tank, driven by Lt. Waldron,
with Gus Shaner holding down the
aerial. The Sergeant looked very
much the soldier. Santa then presented the children with gifts
bought by Mrs. Shottafer's committee from the Chaplain's Fund
I of Monies. A beautifully decorated

Jack Benny To
Entertain Dow
Field Me~ Sunday

Filtered Through
By Auxiliary Doris L. Filler

Popular Radio
Comedian Will
Appear In Person

The Army's co-ed, now, fellows, and Bangor's first contingent of
the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps has assumed full charge of the
operations of Bangor Filter Center. The WAAC Company started training on December 15, and last Tuesday night at 11 :59 took charge of
the operations, replacing civilians who have held the post up to now.
Jack Benny, distinguished star of
The last group of WAAC's to arrive at an eastern seaboard post, these
radio and screen, is to appear in
girls, according to Company C-0mmander Lt. Nina E. V. Donahue, are
Bangor Opera House next Sunday
the first to take complete charge of any filter center.
night for the benefit of the men at
"We're pretty proud of ourselves,"
Dow Field.
'
is demure Aux. Betty Branch's
He will be accompanied by Mary
comment. "And we·re really thankLivil~gston, who is Mrs. Benny in
ful to the fellows in the center who
Say. follows.. how'd you like to I
Santa Claus
private life; but it is not known
have taught us our jobs."
win a free P-Ortrait of yourself?
Please Turn to Page 7
J~k Benny
Girls in the center also thoroughHere's how:
Please Turn to Page 7
ly appreciate the wele-0me they
We need your help. Now that
have been extended from soldiers
our ractio show is being rebuilt, I
I
at Dow Field. As for our commandmodernized,
overhauled,
and
0
ing officers, cheery Ce.pt. Robert
· Polbhed up, we want a new theme
Montanye of the beautiful smile,
aong. The band is tired of holding
hard-working Lt. Donahue, and
their "Thumps Up." The problem
helpful Lt. Arlenne H. Goodridge,
ls-what should the new theme be?
The Army Air Corps song? Come,
(Reprinted by perm1ss1on of the are rig1:t. up there at the top ~n
J<>sephine, In My Flying Machine?
Newsweek Magazine)
the opm1on of every WAAC m
Maybe you have your own ideas. Let
Lt. Gen. Henry H. (Hap) Arnold, I town: .
.
.
Both
the
broadcast
and
dance
us know what they are.
strapping, white-haired Chief of
Swmgmg mto the~r first venture
Fill out the coupon (with date will be held at the Bangor City Staff of the Army Air Forces, got as i:ostesses, WAAC s spon~red a
and time> and turn it into the Dow Hall on New Year's Eve. The broad- his nickname because of his per- Christmas part! last Fndayl"leld Observer office, in back of cast will start at 11 :30 p. m., 'and petual smile. But that smile can Christ~as Day, if you remember. .
to which a number of men from
the Post Theatre.
run until midnight.
~ dece1v!ng, for underlings_ say: Dow Field were invited.
The first person to turn in the
The Dow Field Troubadors will ":'hen hes got his biggest}rm on,
Aux. Dorothy Papke headed up
llOng Idea that's chosen will be provide the music for tne dance
~es likely t-0 be dangerous. Loo_k- arrangements for the party, which
entitled to a portrait of himself which will begin at 8 :00 p. m.
mg squarely at a man who's m dis.
drawn by Pvt. Joseph Josephs. But
Filtered Through
The broadcast features several favor, he gives him smiling hell.
hurry, because only one prize will
comedy spots with Impersonations Sometimes Arnold may thump his
Please Turn to Page 2
be given!
In case you don't remember what
by Pfc. Kenneth Bishop and the desk and raise his voice, but his
The decision of the judges is
glamour
girl,
Lizzy
Lush.
a
WAAC
looks like we have put this
n.nal. Let·~ get going!
usual technique is this evea more
chilling method. "The General,"
picture of Lt. Jackson here. We have
one of his officers explains, "doesn't
looked high and low for pictures of
COUPON
the face when he's mad
other WAACS but until we can
locate them her smiling face will
But Arnold is no martinet. Des- 1
•
!'fa.me - - - - - - - - - - be a symbol for the WAACS of
By SGT. PAUL J. GEDE:S
pite a curt, military exterior, he's
Bangor.
attached to the men who work for
Rank
S~nday-WAACs came to the him and personally upset at airservice at the b~se .chapel. After- force casualty lists. Knowing that
An indoor target range has been
ward they were mv1ted to eat at
.
.
Org-aniz lion
the mes~ hall-provided they had as .101~g as th.ey. sta:rw1th him their imtalled in the Orderly Room of
1
c.;corts. A few gallants rounded up ca1ee1s are llm1ted,_ Arnold has re- the Guard Squadron. Under the
more and soon practically all the leased several of his aides <mclud- direction of Captain Aaron W. Nelonf ldea
W AACs had been taken care of. I ing Maj. Gen. Carl Spaatz> when son, all members of the Guard
Beginning this week, all m .. They sr.cmed to ket a big kick out they had chances for combat jobs Squadron compete in
this very terial submitted to the Dow
of the experience. A little later with a promotion.
Although his popular contest. The rifles used are
Field Obsen·er must be handed
Clravans of Khaki couples started stat! is formal with him, Arnold is the small bore type and the am- in before Wednesday, 12:00
Time (to be filled out at Ob. t"rvu tom· of the base. Most of us end- no stickler for milltary courtesy. munition is the .22. The range is noon, in order to be published
ed up at the air base day room and Unllke most commanding generals, about 50 feet long with a steel- in
the
following
Monday's
/
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OB~ER\'ER-MOKDAY,

getting their wish. Headquarters
got right in the groove with a tre_e
a.nd Frances Korbut handing out
the presents. She stood right under
the mistletoe so if you wanted your
present you got a double feature.
The packages were NOT marked.
so when we were handed a set of
diapers we didn't take it as too
personal-But how do you get in
the darn things?
Thursday-Everything comes in
a rush today. Broadcast tonight
and the Barracks News deadline.
Our experience at the behindthe-scene of a radio broadcast rehearsal was fun both last week and
this. We still get "butterflies in
our stomach" just before either the
rehearsal or the actual broadcast.
The band does a swell job of
working with us t.o get our story
across. Five o'clock and Sgt. Marshall Clark, who was scheduled for
"When Day is Done" solo got a bad
cold and felt he couldn't do the job
right.
Father Carmody was swamped
with confessions, so he had to cancel his appearance.
To top the evening Chaplain
Fellows was held up at his service
and we were on our first number
when he arrived. We were almost
gray-haired by that time.
Midnight mass was an inspiring
service.
Friday-Christmas in the army!
The dinner that Sergeant Weeks
put together was a masterpiece. If
you put down on paper everything
you would like t.o eat at one sitting
-that was it.
Read somewhere that the marines
in the Solomons had their own version of Christmas dinner-not a
white Christmas-and while we are
on marines-another note in our
"things we didn't know about the
marines before" department. The
reason they are called leathernecks
is this: they got their name from
the leather lined collar that was
formerly part of their uniform.
Ger.. what an education you get in
the army!
Saturday-Brief exercises t.o keep
us in trim after the feasting of
Christmas. Tried making snowballs
but the snow just-phfft-right
through your fingers--no staying
power.
Signs of the times--Cards in the
exchange asking the patrons to
limit their coffee to one cup. Get
the other one in Berlin is the general idea. Okay fellows, how about
getting that second cup of coffeepersonally we would like to see it
brewed through Hitler's moustache.

I

I

REUNION IN :p'QRT DIX
several years of experience in preWhen Pvt. Mirko Dominis was paring and serving this type of
inducted into the army, he had food, Manager Harvey Rose has
arranged a special menu for his
just finished a book on Balkan Filipino customers. The bill of
politics in which American states- fare, which never fails to bring
men were interested. But before praise from the soldiers, includes
arrangements for publication could dishes like spiced pork, sauted
be completed, selective service se- chopped liver, casseroled shrimp,
lected Dominis. Pvt. Dominis was deviled stew and a delicacy known
pretty blue about it until he got as adobo-it comes in either por!:
another letter at camp from the or chicken, just as in the Philipeditor whose business with him was pines.
unfinished. It read, "You will be CORRESPONDENT UNKNOWN
interested to hear that I am joinFort Sill, Okla. - Army Post
ing you at Fort Dix." And that
is where Pvts, Dominis and Stanley Office officials here can decipher
Fisher completed the deal. The 'most any kind of w1·iting, but they
book will be presented in February were stumped when they found a
letter addressed to: "Paragraph 10,
by Appleton-Century Co.
.Special Order 309, Replacement
TABLES ARE TURNED
Center Headquarters, Fort Sill."
Fort Devens, Mass.-As a schoolteacher for 21 years, he was accustomed to giving orders. But now,
as Pvt. Cloyd E. Small, he is taking
Continued from the First Page
them-and from his old students,
at that. Assigned to Fort Devens, did a little rug cutting.
Mass., Pvt. Small all but rocked
Colonel Valentine extended his
on his heels as he successively sa- Christmas greetings to the men of
luted and "yessired" Captain Wil- Dow Field, so it gets top billing on
bur P. Davis, the post range officer; page one.
Captain Nelson Manter, post theaMonday-We had heard so many
tre officer; Captain R. Victor Stout, reports, especially from other camp
a public relations omcer, and First newspapers, about the "Prelude to
Lieutenant Arthur Bigelow, of the War" pictw-e. It certain I y
post headquarters company. All dramatizes the build-up of the Axis
lour of the officers, you see, had war machine. Walter Houston is
been on the rece1vmg end of
Teacher Small's quips as members the narrator who showed two globes
of his chemistry class at Worcester and then pictorially compares them.
He took the western hemisphere
Academy.
and used that to show how peaceful
Continued trnm the First Page
TO THE REAR, MARCH! ·
the world could be as the democEl Paso, Texas-Citizens of this racies would have it. The other lasted from 9 o'clock Christmas
town got a chuckle out of this in- represented the brutal slayings of morning until 11 :30 that night, in
cident. A certain sergeant, obvi- the dictator countries. What got order to accommodate girls working
ously a newcomer to the city, us, was the conversion of these three different shifts at the Center.
m arched a detachment of Fort thinking, human folks into me- we think it was one of the longest
Bliss enlisted me~ i_nto the lobby chanical puppets forced to obey the Christmas parties in history, and
o! a dow:z;town buildmg. The men will of Hitler and his bloodthirsty one of the best. Sgt. Helen Goode~h earned a towel-and why not, buddies. It goes to prove-that man and a crew of girls decorated
smce they were off for a shower at might makes right if you DON'T
d
th
d'
t!o
f
the Army-Navy YMCA. But once
the tree, un er
e irec . n
inside the building the sergeant put up a fight.
Aux. Lois Hartzell. Entertamment
took a wild glance' about, Jet his . oi:ie shot of .Mus~olini especially was provided by Aux. Josephine Orjaw drop a foot, then with crimson mtngued us-Just after ~e had neles, who sang, and First Sergeant
face, marched his men outside. He made a speech-he folded his arms, J. Mary Bonnell was the ballroom
missed by just two doors. He had looked smug-made a few faces and dancing exhibitionist. Christmas
ended up in El Paso's Chamber of might just as well be saying-"Well, carols and dancing for all were
Commerce Building.
I told those mugs off. that time the main item:; of entertainment,
NATIVE FOOD
didn't I?"
however, along with· home-grown
The dream of world conquest by Maine apple cider and doughnuts.
F ort Ord, Calif.-Army life is a
change, all right, but in many the Axis was made plausible by a We know a good time was had by
ways, it's still like home. In train- map showing the complete envelop- I all.
ing at Fort Ord are members of ment of North America by both ' Question about ourselves and
the First Filipino Infantry Batta!- Japs and Nazis. That map alone rumors about 250 more W AAC's
ion, an integral part of the U. s. should be a good reason to stop who are supposed to be arriving
Army. These men, anxious to get them in their tracks for all time . . are about all WAAC's have had a
a crack at the enemy on their
.Tuesday-Got to get . toge~hei chance to talk about t.o date. First
h ome soil, train hard and fight with t~e ba?d and dec~de what of all, it may be just as well to dlstough. But when they have time I mu;ibeis fit mto ~ ~rogia'!l idea. pel the rumor. We don't know anyoff, these Filipino fighting men can This one will be digmfied-m con- I thing about 250 more auxiliaries
go to Post Exchange Number 2 at I trast to the crazy G. I. show of last slated for Bangor.
F ort Ord to find table delicacies of wee~ but we will let o~rselves go
To start off with the answers to
their native country. Callin~ upon agam on the New Years show.
f
t'
.
11 h rd d zPackages and more packages are a ew qu~s ions we ve a
ea
o
piling up in the post office. one ens of times. Ye.s, we do have K.
fellow received a polka dot tie for P. We are not clomg an~ K._ P. du~y
Christmas-wonder If . his girl at .P~escnt,
but we did . m bas_1c
friend knows he's in the army. That trammg and probably w1!l aga~n
presents a nice problem. Wear the a~ soon as we are es~bllshed m
tie and he's in the guardhouse- o.ur own quarters now m construcnot wear it and he's in the dog tJon. w,e know all about G. I. soap.
house. Oh well, maybe he can join We dnll as often and as much
the camouflage division and fit it as po.sslble; we love it. All our
into the foliage.
clothing ls G. I., and in moot cases,
Wednesday-Looks like those guys the shoes are comfortable.
dreaming of a white Christmas are
As for organization o! tile c-0rp11.
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SO SAID THE
SOLDIER

...

SKI
HAMBURGERS
H IT THE SPOT!
Tiiey re big 'n' tender 'n' delicious and just oozing with
plenty of tasty reli hes.

BEER & ALE ON DRAUGHT

LARRY'S Po

~u":it'icE

Be Sure You're
Ready. We Have
All the
Equip' t.

Central St., Bangor

DEC. 28, 19..J.2

SKIIS
POLES
BOOTS
HARNF.sS
SKI CLOTHING

DAKIN'S

In the first place, the WAAC is not tern is also being establis.hed and
technically a part of the Army, but the Office of Chief of Finance, War
is considered "with" the Army, and Bond Division, will now acknowlall regulations applying to enlisted edge receipt of new pay reservation
men apply to w AAC's, except for authorizations. The full effect of
the guardhouse. We have none. The all of these improvements will not
Pallas Athene, a ppr op r i ate I y be completely obvious until about
enough, is the ancient Greek God- ~he. first of the year, at w.hich_ time
dess of victory, and her appearance 1t 1s. contempla:ted that 1t will be
on w AAC insignia neatly sums up I ~ss1.ble to dehver the first bond
what we're here for.
w1thm forty-five (45) days after
There are no tough top-ser- complete payment has been. ~ade
geants in the women's corps. First therefor.
Of course., add1t10nal
serg~ants are technically know as bonds, afte~ the first bond, will be
.
n
delivered with much greater speed,
first leaders,. se!geants are called and even now they are being delea~ers, and JUmor leaders are the livered in many cases within a
equivalent of army
corporals. month after receipt of the first
Auxiliaries are the buck privates bond.
of the feminine army, and do atF. Starting in January, 1943,
tain to the rating of Auxiliary first War Savings Bonds purchased by
class. Since November, the WAAC civilians on War Department Pay
has been paid on the same pay Rolls by pay reservations will be
scale as the regular army. Yep, issued locally by Finance Officers.
fellows, the gals are getting fifty a
Maj. Tucker particula\Jy stressed
month now, too.
the fact that delayed delivery of
All commission~ -'
·s to date, the bond results in no loss to the
except for MrF. '
' Hobby, subscriber as interest on his bond
the national di
;ird of- starts from the first of the month
ficers, or second .
nS.
Mrs. in which he completes payment on
Hobby's rank is that of colonel, his bond He also pointed out that
and WAAC captains, first lieuten- it is entirely possible that bonds
ants, and majors are men omcers. purchased in later months may be
In time, however, their duties wlll delivered before bonds purchased
be taken over by women who have earlier and that when this occurs
it does not mean that the subattained those ratings.
As for the salute. Another ques- scriber has in any way lost his
tion we hear often from service earlier bond. The earlier purchased
men is when and where W AA C's bond will be delivered later.
The comparative standings of
are required to salute. The girls
installation, at this station,
salute all commissioned officers civilian
relative to War Bond subscriptions
under all conditions prescribed by are as follows at the end of
military courtesy.
November:
And the W AA C's in the Bangor
Percentage Percentage
Filter Center would like to give
of Personnel of Payroll
a special salute right here and
Subscribing Subscribed
now to the fellows from Dow Field Sub-Depot
85.0
6.0
who have so gracefully accepted Post Engineers 33.7
2.9
us as a real part of the Army. and Quartermaster 15.1
1.2
have been so helpful to us in every Station Hosp. 22.5
2.6
way they could. We hope you all - - - - - - - - - - - - - - had a merry Christmas, and wish
you the best of luc in the coming
year!
Coi.tinued from the First Page
By the way, fellows, thanks for
noticing no WAAC screamed at the barracks late Christmas Eve was
mouse which appeared on the pro- conducted by Sgt. Paul J. Geden.
gram at your dance a couple of With announcer Irving Hunter, he
weeks ago.
took some of the boys' presents out
of a grab-bag to give the radio
audience a picture of what Christmas in the Army is like. Each gift
Continued from the First Page
that Geden removed from the
situation in Washington, D. C. plus grab-bag brought to mind a piece
the scarcity of materials made it of music which was then played
impossiblP for the Oftlce of Chief by the Dow Field Troubadors.
of Finance to expand its facilities
Pfc. Jack Eaves sang "Oh, You
ro.pidly enough and still ui;e quali- Beautiful Doll," "It's An Old Fashfied personnel.
ioned Christmas," and 'When Day
D. While it L5 understood that Is Done," the first two numbers
the above will hardly satisfy sub- lilting and gay and the last one
scribers wh~ are interested in see- just about the tops of all the
ing their bonds, it should be noted nostalgic ballads. The Troubadou
that, to a large extent, this situation has been remedied and thous- featured strings this week which
andS of additional personnel have helped a lot towards creating the
been employed. It takes approxi- mood
Other musical numbers included
mately three months to train thL5
new force properly for their assign- the very sea~onal "Winter Wondered duties. The effects of this in- land" and "Skater's Waltz." Also
creased employment in the last played was "Blue Shadows And
three or four months are becoming White Gardenias." Pfc. Ken Bish·
apparent and the bonds, as a result op, impersonating :..ionel Barrymore
are now delivered in ever-increas- left the audience with a thought
ing numbers and with greater about the Spirit of Christmas.
speed.
Chaplain Fellows spoke both for
E. The Office of Chief of Finance, War Bond Division is now hi111self and Chaplain Carmody in
preparing to issue its own bonds to a holiday message and greeting t.o
military personnel, thus eliminat- the personnel of Dow Field. Chaping the three week delay incidental lain Carmody was unable to appear ·
to the same action by the Treasury himself, being occupied with prepDepartment. An addressograph sy~- arations for midnight mass.

Radio Show

Wa r Bonds

SPI Ffi"""'

COLLAR STAYS

GIVE THA1 DREll
APPEARANCEI
.!!""""

·r

cou••

KEEPS CO LL A R PO INTS DO W N
Neotnen Counts Soy Officers - In
Military as well os Civilian life,
you have to have nap and polish 1
QUI C K AN D EASY
The Self Adjusting SPIFFY Collar Stay
is easy to put on -tokes jut o few
second , and auures you of o
crisp, fresh appearance.

COSTS ONLY A
FEW CENTS
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Guard Squadron; Pfc. H.F. Julian,
Aviation Squadron.
TUESDAY-Pvt. James Beal,
Guard Squadron; Pvt. Matthew
Dwight, Aviation. Squadron.
WEDNESDAY - Pvt.
James
Keyes, Aviation Squadron; Pvt.
Felix Ciavata, Guard Squadron.
Thursday-Pvt. E. Showell, Aviation Squadron; Pvt. Norman Vigneault, Guard Squadron; Pvt. H.
Trevathan, Air Base Squadron.
FRIDAY-Pvt. George Lombardi,
Guard Squadron; Pvt. Samuel Wil•
son,
Aviation
Squadron;
Pvt.
Krasiewski, Air Base Squadron.
SATURDAY-Pvt. Fredericll:
Schooley, Guard Squadron; Pvt.
George Harion, Aviation Squadron;
Pvt. C. Morett, Air Base Squadron.

jPost Theatre Program[
_ POST THEATRE-Patronage at the War: Department Theatre is
restricted to: (1) Military personnel on active duty and members

of their households.

l

(2) Civilians residing within the limits of

the Post.
ADDED SHORT SUBJECTS EACH DAY
The first show starts at 1800.
The second show at 2000.
Monday, Dec. 28th-THE BLACK SWAN
Tyrone Power, Maureen O'Hara
Tuesday, Dec. 29th-STREET OF CHANCE
Burgess Meredith, Claire Trevor
Wednesday, Dec. 30th-FLYING FORTRESS
Rfohard Greene, Carla Lehman

s~

Thursday, Dec. 31st and Friday, Jan. lst-ARABJ,,AN NIGHTS
Sabu, Maria Montez, Jon Hall

CATALOG

DOW FIELD'S

POST PERSONALITY

ORDER

.. But I tell you" ifs no longer necessny to keep
notifying your dr•ft board of your where•bouts."

There ls No Shortage of Humor
Pfc. Frank Saladino, Popular
I
Quartermaster, Scribe and Athlete
I
By WHITEY FORD
("The Duke of Paducah'"

DESK
The World's

Largest Store

We would like to introduce you members of the Q .M. outfit, always
When the first American soldier Marine sergeant was asked if his
to our reporters. Every week, you willing to give a helping hand to arrived in the torrid, sun-parche<l ~~:~~~e;as h:~~?,Y ~r~':;en~~ :
Created For
will find their names at the head anyone.
Libyan desert, he was warned that
American. "We just wanna swap,
of their columns. We would like
His hobby use(! to be stamp colshortly
the
sky
would
be
completea couple of your captured Jap gen· '
you to meet each one personally lecting, but he had to give it up.
Your
so you can get to know them and
At Dow Field, Frank worked in ly blacked-out by thousands of erals for about a half dozen rifle
turn in your news to them. We the commissary for a while-now Ge1·man and Italian airplanes. "Hot cartridges." ... The original version
Convenience
now introduceworks at Base Personnel. He's also Dog!" he exclaimed. "Then I can of that story came out of our Civil
Pfc. Frank Saladino. Frank is writing the Quartermaster Column fight in the shade!"
War, when a starving Confederate
and Economy
one of. the most modest guys we for the Observer.
American soldiers, sailors and wanted to swap a Yankee Captain ,
have ever interviewed. Friendly
marines have been laughing and for "Two bits worth o' hog meat!"
and easy to talk with-yet a dejoking in the face of the enemy
(Continued Next Week)
finite strain of "I don't want to General Mess
since the birth of our nation. Our
talk about myself." We aamire
native sense of humor is a part of
his reticence, but on the other
our great heritage. The typical
By SGT. ANGELASTRO
hand, his biography goes here American, serviceman or civilian,
now!
1. The General Mess is sorry to has the most highly developed sense
Perhaps the best know fact about loose its Ass't. Mess Sgt.-Sgt. of humor of any nationality in the
Frankie is that he was a member Gerardi. Best of luck to you sarge world. It is our protective sixth
pf the sensationally victorious Dow and we hope you like your new out- sense which insures us against takField Bombers baseball team, play- fit.
ing ourselves too seriously. We are
ing second base. He was also cap2. We have also lost a cook-Sgt. the laughingest people in the world.
tain of the Q. M. baseball team Louis "The Soup King" Monclova. When Hitler places wooden airWhen Lieut. Gen. Mark Clark
during the summer.
We hope you like your new outfit planes on his field, hoping we'll
His best sport is hockey and he and we also hope your luck hold'> waste our bombs on the wooden was on his secret pre-invasion misplayed in the National A.A.U. hocsion to North Africa, as is well
decoys, the American pilots fly over
key play-offs with the Chelsea out.
3. Congratulations to the men and drop wooden bomb6 on them. known, he lost his pants. The small
Hockey Club. Add to hockey and
Shakespeare once wrote: "The boat that was taking him off the
baseball the fact that Frank is a who were promoted last week.
We're
glad
to
see
you
get
your
new
merry
heart goea all the day, but shore capsized. The General had to
member of the Q.M. bowling and
shuck his trousers, which were
Sears Catalog Desk, a debasketball teams and played foot- stripes. Keep em frying and don't the sad soon tires." Germans, Japa- weighted with $118,000 in gold, and
nese, Italians or ... ny combination
ball at Chelsea High school before forget the cigars.
partment created to make
swim
a.shore.
4. Sgt. Neale is taking over the of nations can't whip a people who
entering the army-and you can
available to you, the tens
Ashore, he confronted Brigadier
job . of
.. , Ass't. Mess , Sgt. in Sgt.~ continue to laugh in t heir faces. General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, wno
see he is no half-way sportsman.
of thousands of items to
Besides football at high school n:eiard1 s place. We re glad to. se- The American will not stand for took a surprised look at his superbe found there! Capable
<where he was a drop-kick special- h~m back with us and hope he likes any nation or individual to talte ior and quickly gave him his own
and courteous salesgirls
Iitself too seriously.
ist with educated toe that won a his new job.
are at this desk to assist
5. Now that Sgt. M_onclova
If Hitler Mussolini or Tojo had pants. Shortly thereafter a British
few games by a score of 7-6, he
you in making your selecgone, we wonder who will take his
.
' .
Commando captain happened by
also was captain of the baseball place
in the "little family games" ~en gifted with a sense of humor and snickered to see General Lem tions. Come in now, and
team.
that are so popular in 2171
s1~1lar to _that of Mr. Roosevelt, nitzer clad only in a blouse.
see for yourself the amazNo
At Boston University, he again
6. Pvt. "all meat and no pota- thlS war might have b_een preventing values to be found at
played baseball-also hockey. He toes" Scott has Corp. Yanuski going ed. Laughter. is the direct by-p~o record was kept of the discussion,
this Desk!
is a graduate of the College of 'round in circles these days with duct of happmess, and _when we re but in the end General Lemnitzer
Business Administration of Boston his double talk and glib tongue. m a happy frame of mmd, we can walked off in the captains pants.
Mrs. Lemnitzer, who lives in
University, where he majored in He says Cpl. Yanuski has the inter- always work out problems without
Washington( told the story. If she
business management and salesknew anything about the old Army
manship. In 1941, he received a est but no percentage. we know blood::;hed.
The jokes making the rounds in game, Mrs. Lemnitzer was willing to
B.B.A. degree. At that time, he how it is but he can't sit under the
apple tree if he doesn't have his our armed forces today, like our bet that by now, somewhere in
managed a fast-moving pro base- pants
GIVEN TO THE
pressed.
modern weapons, have been streamball team in greater Boston.
North Africa, was 11. buck private
7.
Cpl.
Brodict
received
a
packlined
for
faster
results.
Many
of
His parents operate a business in
ORDERS OF
witticisms are without his pants.
Chelsea, Mass., where Frank was age of candy and cookies from one the current war
(Time Magazine)
of
the
girls
at
the
King's
Daughmerely
simplified
versions
of
the
born, and are doing their bit for
the government. Frank worked for ters today. While talking it over long- winded stories told by our men
his father
(after graduating he let slip that he is the "King" in former wars. The bitter cold of
CheL">ea High) in the capacity of there. It looks like a "Little Red Valley Forge was endured more
For Add ed
production manager of tennis Riding Hood" setup to us and we easily by the shivering, half-starved
string and rackets known the world don't have to mention the part Colonials who laughed at the soldier who approached George WashFrom Natal, South Africa, comes
over. His brother Carmelo is a Cpl. Brodict plays.
C onvenience
1
lieutenant In the army and a baseOld
minds
are
like
horses;
you
~~~~~'
~~~
I~~!\~~~;e:1~
f~~~!:d
this
story
ooncerning
a
young
ball player o! known ability. His
Phone
eight sisters are also good athletes. must exercise them if you want to out. If old King Solomon had been South African Artillery Lieutenant
AND YOUR
He's been on the base 11 months keep them in working order. (John King George of England, we would and his first meeting with an
not be in this war. King Solomon American Army Of!icer. The LieuORDER WILL
and is one of the most popular Adams).
had so many
wives, he'd have tenant, idling away some time in
BE TAKEN
known better than to start something he couldn't finish!"
a local club, noticed the American
WEAR THE ONE •• . THE ONLY
In every war, our humor has sitting nea.rby and am.bled over to
"Bf~ U llR ummHL"
become more sophisticated and is shake his hand. In a fatherly
co01pl• Series ol
allowed more latitude. Even in manner, the south African chatted
sa.01ple swatch Bc>Oks "
CON' U S. 'AT. U 20'41
World war I, the following story with the newcomer, talking about
"Tetaeh Test the Salllples
FABRIC BY GOODALL
would have been whispered behind the war and warfare like a veLJncludlng:
.. WASHABLE ..
locked doors: A group of civilians eran to a novice. He called him
NON'I GENUINl WITHOur fHIS LAJEL
OlJflCIAl 0. D. l(HAll
were crowded together in a dark- "old chap." The American Officer
e Boys' and Girls' We.r
ened air raid shelter. Suddenly a listened. As he left, the young
• Men's Dress App&r~l
e Men's Work C~otb1ng
·~~-~~-~~----------------------.. girl hissed, "Take your dirty hand officer gave his new American
• Bedding Supplies
.
off my knee! No, not you, YOU!" comrade a reassuring pat on the
• nraperies and curt.a.ms
And with every new war, some- back. Not until mess that eve• nress Materials
one always digs up the classic re- ning did he learn that although
mark which dates back to the days one star on the shoulder may
e sportswear
before our Revolutionary war when signify a Second Lieutenant in the
e Notion&
W r
MON., TUES.-JOE E. BROWN-JUDY CANOVA
e Men's Re&dy-to- ea.
our pioneer home guards in the Vir- South African Army, it indicates
in JOAN OF OZARK
• women's :&eady-toginia Colony were fighting Indians. the rank of Brigadier General in
A Captain rushed up behind his Uncle Sam's Armed Forces!
Wear
WED.-THURS.
e Children's Ready-1.6men and shouted, 'Now, my hear.
JOHN HOWARD in TRAGEDY AT MIDNIGHT
Wear
ties. fight like demons until your Guard Commendations
JtRJ., SAT.-THE 3 MESQUl1.'E~in - - - - powder's gone! Then run! I'm a
SHADOWS ON THE SAGE
little lame, so I'll start now!"
c· ·
f
·
Recently our newspapers canted
. itat1ons or outstandmg persu:-.ID.\Y ONLY
the story of our hard-pressed Ma-1 fo1mance of guard duty were given
PARDON MY STRIPES
rine on Guadalcanal who rais~d a to the followmg men dunng this
P. O. Square Bangor, Me.
flag of truce. Carrying the white· past week:
ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW
flag into the Ja1> headquarters, the! MONDAY-Pvt.
M.
Sullivan,t l • • • • • • • • • • • • • - 1
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To keep up your spirit and keep down the Axis
Printed by the Bangor Publishing Company, publishers of "THE
BANGOR DAILY NEWS,'' a civilian enterprise, in the interests of
the personnel of Dow Field.
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l ,,;;, ·:j/ ·--.°;;Sf' · ', ~j The following men in the *
\.J If• ~i.'.·7", l ,..~i:!J~ !~~~o;s:u~g~~~r~~~tt~~=~ved Pl'O/~
;;
..:·q~ 1'0 BE TECHNICAL SERGEAXT

~,

News matter pertaining to Dow Field rurnished by the Special Service
Office is available for general release.

,!

Edited at the Special Service Office, Dow Field, Bangor, Maine-Telephone 6401, extension 239. Military personnel desiring to make
contributions should submit them to this office.
Address all communications regarding advertising to the Advertising
Manager, BANGOR DAILY NEWS.
Distributed free to all militacy personnel.
Five cents per copy to others.
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S-Sgt. Robert Barrowcliff
S-Sgt. George N. Templeton
TO BE STAFF SERGEANT
Sgt. Clifton H. McCauley
Sgt. Carl T. Shadrick
Sgt. William H. Love
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~t ~~J~~~s P~C~~~~-nell

TO BE SERGEANT
Cpl. Earl H. Adamson

_:;;;<·.:": :~ :~·;;~
,. {-+•;'"
k~~J•"'°''

An Editorial:

IT'S YOUR SLATE--WHAT WILL IT SAY?

g~~: ~~r;:~s p~· ~u~ohnson

J'-'/y

Cpl. Fred c. Seibert
Cpl. John W. Braden
Cpl. George D . Denny

... "

Cpl. Frank D. Angelastro

.,,./

Cpl. William R. Neale
TO BE CORPORAL
Pvt. George B. Gregory
"The n:oving finger writes and having writ, moves o~;
Pfc. Dan Shaw
Pfc. Sylvester S. Taylor
Nor all your piety nor wit shall Jure it back to cancel half a line,
Pfc. Melvin Mook
Nor all your tears wash out one word of it."
Pvt. Raymond J. Baranowski
-"Rubbiat of Omar Khyhamm"
Pvt. James R. Chiarell
Pfc. Gordon F. Bunnell
This week, the little fellow in the ribbon marked "43" will
Pvt. Wallace A. Cook
Pfc. Augustine Partel
hand you a new slate--a whole brand new surface to make or
Pvt. Edward Kromm
mar. You can decide whether it will read of jobs well done
Pfc. Herbert I. Boo
or something you would rather erase.
I
Pfc. James E. Hutchinson
Now this is no ordinary slate. The deeds written there
Pfc. Lemuel w. Tyre, Jr.
may well determine the whole course of the world. They may
TO BE PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
prove so shattering as to shake democracy's foundations.
Pvt. Donald F. McAvey
Pvt. Andrew Recchia
Oyi,ter Cocktail
When the moving finger of time writes, let us hope that
Pvt. Ray v. Winn, Jr.
Sweet Mixed Pickles
Celery Hearts
these thoughts will be written on YOUR slate:
Pvt. Dominick J. Thomas
Roast
Young
Turkeys
That we have a firm belief that ours is the right cause as
Pvt. George E. Vivian
1
Giblet Gravy
Sage Dressing
Pvt. Richard B. Sturkie
unshakable as our belief in God.
Pvt. Shelley D. Montgomery
Cranberry and Orange Relish
That we wiJJ do aU in our power to release ·the tortured
Pvt. Alfred P. L. Thoms
Snowflakes Potatoes
souls crushed under the Axis iron boots and bring them a
Pvt. John J. Raffa
Buttered
Cauliflower
Fresh
Green
Peas
bright new horizon.
Pvt. Truell T. Johnson
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Pvt. James F. Prendergast
That we wiH bring credit to the uniform of the United
Pvt. Everett Perkins
Quartered Lettuce and Tomato Salad
States Armed Forces and prove that it is our heritage to be
Pvt. Evered Wilkins
Chocolate Cake
Ice Cream
men blessed with the courage of our convictions.
Pvt. Edward J. Thomas
Pumpkin Pie
That the world will be free in '43, and that this fervent l Mince Pie
Pvt. Kenneth B. Bishop
Parker Hom-(; Rolls
Pvt. Samuel J. Ferris
prayer be answered.,
Butter
The following men of the Ordnance have received promotions.
Mixed Nut.5
Assorted Candies
Congratulations to you, also!
Grapes Apples Coffee Oranges Pease
TO BE TECHNICAL SERGEANT
Cigarettes
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___,! / S-Sgt. Hemy L ..Hartwell
S-Sgt. Charles E. Howell
T-Sgt. Ralph Stormer has left us coming a proud papa. When the I
TO BE SERGEANT
Christmas Dinner at Dow Fieldl with pride on the wonderful turn- for parts unknown and we all wish baby starts to talk he'll probably ) Tech. 4th James W. Hudson
him
all
the
luck
in
the
world,
besay
"dah
dit,
dah
dit",
in8tead
of
is something that a lot of soldiers out at midnight mass Thursday
Cpl Richard F. Casey
<and w AACS) aren't going to for- night.
"'Chaplain Fellows,'' said cause he is quite the boy. Ralph th<' customary "da. da."
Cpl. William F. Linnane
met
the
girl
he
wanted
and
they
our
dayroom
fin
our
barrack~)
get for a long time. As you can Father Carmody, "told me his
Cpl. Kenneth Wainwright
see by the menu printed on this Christmas service this year was the didn"t waste any time getting en- is all dressed up for the holirlays
TO BE CORPORAL
page, .it was a fabulous affair. most satisfying one he's ever had." gaged before hi.s departure. Phil and it has a fine Christmas tree
Pfc. Howard J. McKinnon
What the menu doesn't say is that
Father Carmody said that all the dooct it again! This place ls turning which helped in getting us into the
Pfc. Richard Shorette
ea.ch. man was made a gift of a officers were with us in spirit even into a matrimonial bureau and C'pl. holiday spirit. 1 No help was ne ded
box of candy and a carton of cig- though they weren't able to be Phil Lerette still thinks he is Mr. in getting the spirits into us.> TO BE PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
arettes.
with us because of other invita- Anthony.
Pvt. Bernard M. Buczynski
The committee in charge oJ the
Pvt. Aate N. Antilla
The mess hall was decorated ' tions. Asking the group whether
Sgt. Robert C. Amidon has re- decorations were Pvt. Nelson LiePvt. James A. Devenney
from front to rear with wreathes or not the mess hall and all of turned to our fold after a short ber, Pfc. Garry Graves, First Sgt.
Pvt. John F. George
and holly and all the rest of the Dow Field was full of the spirit of honeymoon and who can blame him Elmer Schlegel and this correspon1ed and green trimmings that bring Christmas, the chaplain was grati- !or being so unhappy about having dent. They did a good Job and
Pvt.. Donald Jones
Chrlstmas into a room. Yes, and fied to hear a chorus of assenting to come back.
Pvt. Lawrence V. McElrath
it was appreciated by all. It is
a big tree too. Lanterns hung voices.
The following men in Finance
To all of you on this base--Re- believed that ours is the only
from the ceiling, adding still more
We all give special thanks to member that we collect, analyze. barracks on this base that has a have received promotions.
Good
novelty to the eye-catching color- Major John C. Wriston, Mess Offi- and dis s em In a t e weather in- Christmas tree in it, but if there luck and more stripes to you!
~cheme.
White tablecloths, bowls cer; Lt. R. H. Herlihy, Ass't. Mess formation. We do not manufacture is another, we beheve ours is the TO BE PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
of fruits and nuts, and combina- Officer; l;i.-Sgt. Raymond 0. Weeks, the weather and consequently your best.
Pvt. Dominick Donna
tion greeting card-menus brought Mess Sgt.; and Sgt. William R.
Pvt. Carl Hessing
a festive touch to the tables. The Neale, Ass't Mess Sgt. Thanks to fr~zen limbs and cauliflower ears A new member fo1· our organiza- Pvt. Kenneth Mecum
tion just arrived, Cpl. Edward Lux,
soldiers and WAAOS were as the planning and efforts of these a1e not our fault.
P ·t. Edgar Salzenstein
The office here has made the be.~t who just returned to this country
thrilled and excited as the children officers and noncoms and to the
Pvt. Stanley Thomas
were at the Christmas party here rest of the General Mess person- arrangements pos.s1ble !or the holi- after being away for fourte n
Pvt. Anthony Turski
Wednesday afternoon.
It's not nel, Christmas dinner was a happy days. Yo~ fellows who must double months. we know you'll like it
up on shifts blame the extenuating here.
often grown men and women dis - occasion at Dow Field.
circumstances, and we'll do the.
Our boys were well remembered
play the same wide-eyed enthusii;ame New Years.
by the folks at home this Chnstasm as small children.
W
th
Sq
d
Father Carmody appeared and
ea er
Ua ron
Sgt. Edward J. Novak"s favorite mas and all in all everyone had
gave us his greetings and blessing
two songs are "Onward Christian a nice holiday, especially the cor- I
for the new year. He asked everySGT. DAVID G. CARNEVALE
~ldiers"' which he 1>ings when he poral who received a set of winter
one to enjoy himse!f and spoke
JS .sober and "How Dry I Am"' underwear for a Christmas prei.ent.
Lt. Hammerin' Hank Trudell is which he usually bellows early in ICold up here, isn"t it?1
certainly doing his part in keeping the evening. Ed claims .to have s~n
Happy birthday and many ha
up the morale of the :Bangor debs. thFe light but we don t beheve 1t. returns of the day to CJ)l-T. RobPeP!
11
Rumor has it that ·hile he was on
ather H
ll
leave recently there were gosh only troubles ma~nes rteathy ha.5 his Benham who celebrates his birthmg ou
e schedules day this Wedne;;ct
De
30th
knows how many broken hearts.
each Friday; so why don't ouse
.
ay,
c.
·
S-Sgt. Richard L. Nibeck and Cpl. guys hang around for a whi~ ·
Much credit and thanks should
Robert S. Stern are enjoying them- he will at least know who is~ ~be given our firemen <or heating
selves at home. Have a good time. 1It's o. K. Pop·5 we loves yo~' eie. e~gineersJ, Pvt. Neil Ipolit1, Pvt.
We miss the boys but not stern·s
'
·
Ernest Giguere, nnd Pvt. Homer
pea shooter.
J C
Madewell, for their good work m
Sgt. John Lee Burch ha.s found
igna
orps News
keeping up the fires during the
at least one very good compensarecent frigid spell. They did a good
Measured. m
tlon for this Yankee weather, and
PFC. REINHOLD HERZOG
Job under ve1·y trying condition ..
we finally convinced him that a
We hope that everyone had a
Minutes
pretty girl ls a pretty girl, rebel or
~
Merry Chrbtmas and that they
no rebel.
~
will have a Happy New Year.
Vet'y often, we ~lYe pr (·rlption11 which our t.r&lning 1rnd
experience tl'll us must be filled
7 :30 A. M. to 12 M.
with all possible speed ••. ca 1>s
And it's what he wants for
We welcomed back Pvt. Emanuel
where relief is measured Jn minChri~tma~!
Richard. who completed his radlo
utes as much as in grams It >a
operator's course at school and ha
DOW FIELD
Fluid for Your L ig hter
here that our skill comes to the
" Courage"
returned here. We also wish him
fore as we pccdily weigh, '""II TO
DROP IN, SOLD IER
A
brand-new
perfume
and
belated congratulations on his b
ure and mix the pret1erlb"d cl1 ugs
colorne,
marvelou
with
Cur
!
Fill
Your
Lighter
and
Loo~
Us
DOWNTOWN
while maintnlnlng the profr«from $1.
Over
. tonal prrr.lslon and nc<"urncv
BANGOR
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
•hat are active Ingredients Jn
R ecords
every preseiiption,
Album of Concerto and .ymPENOBSCOT
phonys, al o ~pular.
TRANSPORTATION
26 STATE T.
A. "DREW MU W HO 'E
118 Main St.
COMPANY
T obacconists Extra ordinary

..------------------------ ------,

Christmas Dinner Menu

I

Christmas Dinner And The
Trimmings Delight Soldiers

I

I

s·

REGULAR
SERVICE

FREE! .

--

It's New!

•
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What' sDoinginBangor?
WEEK OF DECEMBER 28
A Weekly Calendar of Events for the pensonnel of Dow Field pre-

pared by the Bangor-Brewer Servicemen's· council.
U.S. 0. CLUB, 11 West Broadway. Open 9:00 a. m . to 11:30 p. m.
Services: Dancing, pool, ping-pong, game room, reading room, music
room, hobby den, photo dark room, valet service, "letter on a record"
service, writing room, exercise room.
YMCA, 127 Hammond St. Open 24 hours. Services: Game room,
lobby, writing materials, information, showers, swimming pool.
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUNITY CENTER, corner French and
Somerset Sts. Services: Pool, ping-pong, dancing, library, room service, individual service. Open 9 :00 a. m . to 11 :00 p. m.
1. Which is the larger ln area,
Australia or the United States?
2. What non-American country IS
closest geographically to North
America?
3. What is the seaport in Japan
nearest to Tokio?
4. Name six of the eight countries
that touch the boundaries ot
France.
5. Which is nearer the North
Pole, New York or Rome?
Answers on Page 8

DAY BY DAY ACTIVITIES

MONDAY
: Free dance at the Penobscot
Exchange hotel - by the Junior
Catholic Guild at 8 p. m .
U. S. 0. CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 to
11:30 p. m., refreshments. Movies,
8:30 p. m., short subjects.
YMCA-Volley Ball classes for
officers, 5:15 to 7:00 p. m.
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUNITY CENTER-Sisterhood dinner
dance. (Early reservations necessary.)
TUESDAY
U. S. 0. CLUB-Movies,, 9 :00
p. m., short subjects. Dancing, 8:00
to 11 :30 p . m., refreshmen'ts .
YMCA-7 :00 to 10 :30 p. m., basketball tournaments for service

THURSDAY
New Year's party at the City
Hall. Broadcast from there at
11 :30 p. m.
U. S. 0. CLUB-New Year's Eve
party.
U. S. 0. CENTER-New Year'>
Eve party.
YMCA-Basketball tournaments.
FRIDA y
U. S. 0 .. CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 to 11
.
11 :30 p. m. Informal program, re - thar hills but I think that upon
freshmen ts.
j analysis it will be found that we
"It's all i11 code: Maybe thev don't trust us! ..
YMCA-Movies, 7:30 to 9:00 p. m., have hearts o' gold. see Sgt. Rich·
f1ee to all service men. Volley ball Iard Casey and get your whereas
for officers, 5: 15 to 7 :00 p. m.
and know all men by these, etc.,
U. S. 0. CENTER-Dancing to drawn up. We could have a Jot of
11 :30 p. m.
fun I believe.
SATURDAY
From unusual sources we learn
My brother received a Jetter to - I You can't do that nowadays. They
m~. S. O. CENTER-Movies, 8 :oo
U. s. o. CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 that Pfc. James Whiting did real
day and it said: I understand you. have cash registers.
missionary
work while
homets on a
have been running around with my
p . m. Dancing, 9 :00 to 11 :30 p. m. to 11:30 p. m. Informal program, th
d
Th
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUN!- refreshments.
ree- ay pass.
e repor
are
wife. Please call at my office and
I understand you have been hav U. S. O. CENTER-Dancing to that he donned full field equipment
we'll discuss the matter.
ing your family tree looked up.
TY CENTER-Music appreciation 11 :30 p. m .. refreshments.
and going in the highways and by· Pretty serious. What did your
Yes, and it cost me five thousand course, 8 :OO p. m.
ways of his home town sold several
b10ther do?
dollars.
WEDNESDAY
SUNDAY
thousand. dollars worth of . WarHe · answered it promptly-he
Quite expensive, wasn't it?
U. S. 0. CLUB-Dancing, 8:00 to
U. S. O. CLUB-Dancing, 8 :00. bonds. Nice work if true.
said: Received your circular letter,
Yes, but it only cost two thou- 11 :30 p. m. Movies, 9 :00 p. m ., re- to ll :3o P. m. Commumty smgmg,
At the time of. writing we notice
and will be tickled to death to at- 1 sand dollars to have it looked up.
freshments.
Community
singing,
reg·esbm~n~
_
.
_
that
the spiri~ of 9.~istmas is betend the meeting.
The other three thousnd was what
8:30 p. m. "Old Fashioned Taffy
. · S.
· ENTER_ Foimal pro ginning to p_enetrate our Day Room.
I paid to have it hushed up.
Pull."
gr.am to present appropriate speak- If the .finished product turns out a.s
Do you have any bloodhounds?
U. S. 0. CENTER-Games, tour- ers, music, etc. Dancmg, refresh - expected the committee should have
Yes. Come here, Pete.
·
I've got an idea.
naments,, whist, pool, ping-pong, ments.
three cheers.
But he doesn't look like a bloodBe kind to it. It's a Jong way 8:00 p. m. Dancing to 11:30 p. m.
BANGOR HEBREW COMMUN!Pvt. Joseph Hammond has been
hound to me.
from home.
YMCA-Volley Ball for officers, TY
CENTER - Special Sunday seen spending a lot of time off the
Bleed for the lady, Pete.
----parties, dancing, refreshments.
base lately. Have you found the
How long can a man live with- 5:15 to 7:00 p. m.
s
e
c
r
e t of eternal youth, Joe? We
A doughnut is a hole surrounded out brains?
could use some if there is a surplus.
by indigestion.
I don't know. How old are you? up and danced with them by num- Ordnance
A certain Pfc. was asked why he
ber. There will be no m"ore of this
did not marry the girl. Has Bill
"rank pulling," Sgt.
• Voice on telephone: Can I have a
I'm not myself tonig·ht.
MARTIN BOMBER
.something up his sleeve when he_
From what I heard there was
part in your new show?
I've noticed the improvement.
"Still water runs deep?"' We
quite a party in T-219 last SunWould You like to know who · replied,
Pr?ducer: Oan you sing?
wonder
.
Incidentally the decora- Martin Bomber is? He says that'-Voice: No.
Are you engaged to marry Bob? day. . .
--·- - - -- -- - - - - Producer: Can you dance?
Yes, I've promised to marry him tions in that barrnck are really he will continue using the pen
worth looking at. There is plenty name and that the use of one has
Voice: No.
as soon as he's made his fortune.
Producer: Can you act?
·I That isn't an engagement. That's of Christmas cheer there ..
been well established in history.
Voice: No.
an option.
The officers and men of our mess George Eliot was the name chosen
Producer: What CAN you do?
hall came through for us again. by· the author of "Adam Bede".
Voice: I can talk.
I went to a wooden wedding.
A terrific stupendous job. We Charles Lamb, an English essayist,
Ptoducer: What's so wonderful
What's that?
salute you and will never forget called himself "Ella"' and so I could I
nbout that?
The gal next door married a that day.
continue far into the night.
Voice: I'm a horse.
blockhead.
It took the coming of the WAACs I
What were S 1Sgt. Archie Parlee
and Sgt. Tom Sorrell doing in the to give Pvt. Frank Leone a dancing I
Tenant: Why this apartment
Lay down, pup-lay down. Good Ladies' Department of Freese's the partner, who can follow his leading.
>sn't big enough to swing a cat in. doggie, lay down, I say.
other night? We could ask Esther It seems that in his native country
Landlord: Sorry, sir, you'll have
You'll have to say "Lie down."
and. Billy pn the 25th to see how of The Bronx, N. Y. THE folk
1:<> get a new hobby.
That's a Boston Terrier.
dances are rather invigorating. No
the boys made out!
doubt this is caused by the nearness
I
have
discovered
why
SfSgt.
Bill
Conductor: Upper or lower?
I'm reading a story, but I don't Smith looks so very sad these days. of the world famous Bronx Zoo.
Traveler: Lower.
like the ending.
Uncle Sam sure gave a number
. . . His wife is visiting her parConductor: Sorry, but they're all
How do you like the beginning? ents, so he probably is - not eating of our men a nice Christmas pres- 1
taken.
Oh, I haven't come to that yet.
regularly . . . . Cheer up Billy Boy ent in the form of promotions.
You must read ba-ckwards.
Elsewhere in this paper you will
it wdn't be lorig. . . .
Do you mind if I smoke?
I'll be glad to. Who wrote it?
What girl in what of)'ice is slow- find a complete list of their names.
I don't care if you burn.
ly taking over that hard man Sgt. We take this opportunity to con gratulate them collectively and inFrank Spurr?
Do you know that every other Air Base Squadron
A very happy birthday to you, dividually. Nice going young men I
person who gets married is a
Pvt. Sam Lyons. We are a little you have earned them and thanks·
woman?
By CORPORAL DAVID KARP
I'll bet the rest of them are men.
late, but you know what we mean. for the cigars.
The occasion of the promotipns
. . . Make mine a Scotch and soda
The boys "dood-it" again . .
Why don't you get out and find a Congratulations and lots of luck and here is a toast to your health, gave raise to a phrase that perhaps
will go down in history like, "Don ·t I
? When I was your age, I was with your new ratings.
A nice old bean . . . .
Give Up The Ship". or "Pass The
rking for $3 a week in a store Christmas present from Uncle
Did you ever notic the penman - Ammunition." We heard from a
d at the end of five years, I Sam!
ship that Sgt. Baker of Unit Per- reliable source that it was Rolly
own.ed the store.
I was informed that SfSgt. BiJl. sonnel possesses. . .
This man Folly Pete who said "Us Privates
Lowe was seen in the P.X, tailor Palmer had nothing on him.
Have Got To Sti~k Together."
shop before the ink was dry on the
Our hats are off for the splen- There is more truth than poetry in 1
promotion orders. . . . There must did work that all our mail clerks that statement; not only the
W e Have
be quite a shortage of S:Sgt. stripes. did in the handling of our Christ- 1
1privates but also all of us have to
Huh?
mas mail. . . . MISgt. Frank Paw- stick together. Lack of cooperation
Twas the day before Monday, and lowski helped the men distribute in the armed forces can be as
11
right after chow. Not a man was the mail during his lunch hour. !disastrous as first class espionage.
stirring. Not even a radio. . . . . . . That is one way of getting Let us pull together at all times.
The front door of the barracks quick delivery. . . . .
Spea~ing of unity, one of the
. . . a watch designed especially shot open and a shout rang out,
Cpl. James Madison Dynamite orgamzations on the base have
1
for the men in the Service? It "The W.A.A.C.'s are in our day- Dearth is visiting the residence of /called themselves The
Amalgaroom." . . . The barracks were Cpl. Don McGinnis of Boston for mated Mmers and Drillers or some j
W e'll Sew Them On
is very good-looking, but ex- cleaned out.
the Christmas holiday. Cpl. Don sue? name. It h_as occurred to your
Sgt. "Bluegrass" Marles had a has invited five other service men scnbe that we m ordmance could
tremely sturdy . . . i.s waterterrific time with the girls in uni- to join in the festivity . . . . Very have a similar group. How about;
proof, !>hock-proof, anti-mag- form. . . . I heard he lined them nice Don. . . .
j"The 49ers?" Gold may be in them
Wishing you a very peaceful New1 ...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
netic, and comes with a second
Year says
hand and luminous dial.
David.
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The billing was seen on a theatr~
marquee in Macon, Ga.: "They
Died with Their Boots On And
Shorts."'
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Wht · ill4aprl

~pirr

1st LT. JOHN P. FELLOWS
Base Chaplain

Services

DR. HARRY C. H. LEVINE
Jewish "\V elfare Board

8:3&-Week-day Morninr Prayer <Daily)
1:00 A. M. and lt:OO A. M., Sunday Worship

Representative
Services

Censultation Hours
Week-day afternoons
Menday, Wednesday
from 7:00 to 9:00 in

for Protestant Men:
from l:ff te 5:30, and
and Friday evening-s
the Chaplain's Office.

Medical Dep't. N ewa

1st LT. ALFRED J. CARMODY
Medical
Catholic Chaplain

SOT. EDWARD HEINE
Several o thfe boys have left on
passes or short furloughs to lOOic
A. M., Sunday
for Santa Claus in their respective
h9ffie towns.
Daily
We are all hoping that Cpl.
l:30 to 5:30 P. M. Griffin has the White Xmas that
he is always sin,ing and talking of
Saturday, and be- -look out Bing Crosby you have
competitlon.
Cpl.-T. Ca.ntlin spent a few mays
in the hospital just to see if the
·Lab. could get a.long without him.
Many thanks is due Pfc. "Nickie"
Montabano for his artistic work ill
decorating the Xmas trees and the
interior of our day room.
Good
work Nickie and we all do appreciate it.
Cpl.-T Zwireckl seems to be having quite a time convincing Ist. Sgi.
Choate how to play volley ball.
Watch out Sarge he'll have you
talking Polish next.
Sgt.-T Clark spent a coupled.
with us la.st week. Red was form
Jy from the hospital and is n
stationed in Mass.
Cpl.-T Mace is talking of getting
a maid to make his bed and pick
up paper for him. Happy New Year
Eddie.
I think this is a very appropriate
time to wish all the Officers and
Nurses of the hospital a very happy
holiday season. We have all enjoyed your hearty cooperation and
enjoy working with suuch a capable
ttaff. We wish you all continue~
success in the future.

Masses
6:30, 9:00 and ll:H
'1 :31 A. M.,

'1 :00 P. M. each Friday Nirh&
Catholic Confessions at
and '7:3t to 9:00 P. M.
fore each Mass.

Both the Protestant Christmas up yet? That was quite a mix up,
Eve Service and the Midnight and what did you boys do to Sgt.
Mass
were
"sell-outs,"
and Avsharian that made him squeal
very moch enjoyed by all personnel like an air raid ala.rm?
who attended.
Mrs. Raymond
Short speech, mall man, fireman
Hart, whose husband is a chaplain Stafford reports that his rookie
somewhere in Iceland, assisted team defeated the finance volley
Chaplain Fellows in a. remarkably ball group and as a reward the fifine manner.
nance boys bought the cokes.
On Christmas Day the first
Smoothy the Pup was nearly
Christian Services were held in 1 turned in the other day. He was
ward 3's porch by Chaplain Fel- accused of many things, one o!
lows and Carmody, with excellent 1 them •as for turning a. locker upa.ttendance at both.
side down several times. He is a
remarkable dog to say the least.
CHORAL SINGERS FROM
Uncore, uncore Lussier will have
u. OF .MAINE
his hands full since Sgt. Russo has
The University of Maine is send- left for New York. Wonder if the
ing a choral roup of fift boys and se~geant is getting married on this
g
y
trip?
girls to present a choral progr~m ~t I It is rumored that one o! the old
the 10:00 a. m. Protestant se~vice m men of the outfit plans to get marthe Base Chapel at Dow Field, on ried next month. We should start
Sunday, January ~· 1_943.
.
eliminating them and find out
The program will include.
which one
1. Break Forth'. 0 Beauteous
There a;·e quite a few names on
He.avenly Light.· · ··· · ·· .Bach the list for entrance in the pool
2. Giana (from the 12th mass)
tournament. Wonder who will be
...... . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Mozart the one to promote it. Any volun3. Glory To God In The
/ teers? This should start right after
Highest ............ Pergolesi the holidays.
1
4 O'er The Cradle of the
King ............. Old Breton Finance News
5. Carol of the Roses . ..... Kountz

* * *
* * *

Know Your Officers

I

Quartermaster
PVT. TED JOHNS
COlJlclal Photo. U S. Army Air Corps)

1f

coff!clal Photo. U S. Army Air Corp•)

Lt. George Herbert Olson First Lieutenant Mary B.
First Lieutenant George Herbert
Robinson

SGT. B. B. WINER and
SGT. c. Ma.eQUARRIE

T

A patriotic lady sent out the following invitation to an officer at
a nearby army post : "Mr. and Mr{).
Browne request the pleasure of
Captain Greene's company at dinner." She was dismayed at the
reply she received.
"With the exception of five men
on leave and three on sick list." the
reply read, "Captain Green's company accept with pleasure your
invitation to dinner." (University
of Washington Columns.)

.,..,............ On December 19th Capt. Devoe, Olson, was born in the city of
First Lieutenant Mary B. RobinThe writer takes this opportunity Lt., Tatem, Lt. Wirth, Mr. Flodberg Providence, state of Rhode Is!ilnd son is the Chief Nurse at the Statals at Beaumont, Texas, and Fort
to wish everybody a successful New and all the enlisted personnel of I on July 17, 1898, and received his
Sam Houston. Texas.
.
Year, and especially to the men the office joined in with the Quar- 1elementary and high school educa- tion Hospital, Dow Field, Maine.
In 1922 she joined the regul
overseas for a victoriol1l> one.
termaster Detachment in a won- tion in that city. Upon graduation
Lieut. Robinson was born In
Pfc. Saladino has done it again derful time at the Christmas party ' from the Technical High school, he Richmond, Virginia, but spent her Army and served ln China, Japa
and passed the buck. Here is hoping at the Base Schoolroom.
entered Rhode Island State College childhood in Washington, D. c. She India, the Hawaiian Islands and
the Phlllppine Islands. She is unthat when .he returns from '?helsea
Three cheers for Pvts. Crosson, at Kingston, Rhode Island in the
that he will devote some t~me to I Kendorff and ,Turski our class of 1922 , pursuing a course received her primary and secondary usually familiar with the South sea
this column. Perhaps he is try- ~ew firemen!
Its been a long leading to the degree of Bachelor education at home under the tutel- islands and the location of the
ing to cover u~ that recent de!ea.t time since we felt ~eat such of Science, with the intention of age of private governesses and was present battle fronts in New Guinea
that a Q M girl handed out on a as you boys can stir up. Keep up b
.
h . I
and the Solomon Islands.
local bo~iin · alle
the score was your splendid work, fellas! Next ecommg a P ysic an.
graduated from the East Mississippi
In 1934 Ml>.~ Robinson returned
g
y,
j
week
Pvts.
Maurer,
Donna
and
However,
at
~he
end
o!
hl~
!res~Female
College
in Meridian, Miss96 00 77 .
to the United States and was asWinters will have an opportunity rman year at Kingston, he tiansfe1- . . .
Pvt. Sharpe, the man that never to show you up. Only time will red to Brown university in Provi- iss~~~~- in life M!Ss Robinson de- signed to the Letterman General
goes to bed, has finally headed tell 1
dence with the class of 1922 from . d Y
d ! 1 Hospital, San Francisco, Ca.llf. In
th f
f
d
H
·d h
·
'
.
c1de on a nurs1ng career an
o-:iou
or a ew ays.
e sai
e
Any of you guys want an argu- where he was graduated with a de- lowed thl'! ambition at the Presby- October, 1940, she was commissioned
mtends to catch up on some of the ment? It so see Pvt. Maurer-he gree of Bachelor of Phllo.sophy.
.
ital in New Orleans a First Lieutenant and assigned as
swimming he missed this summer. loves them Last Tuesday Charlie
After College he entered the raw tenan Hosp
. t't tl ' Chief Nurse at the Station HoopiSgt. Psenlco and P vt. Double G was so engrossed in an argument cotton brokerage business and was Louisiana, from V.:hich ms 1 u on tal, Fort Lewis, Washington, where
have been really going great guns 1 over "which came first, the chicken the branch manager foc firms in she was graduated 1.n 1916 · She later she was in charge of the mess. In
lately entertaining members of the ' or the egg?" that he completely Providence, later going South to took. graduate studies at the Uni- July, 1941, she was a.<;Signed to the
W AAC.
forgot to go to dinner!
buy cotton in Texas and Oklahoma versity o! Call!ornla, a. course Jn Statkm Hospital at Dow Field,
1
We should have plenty of news
Sgt. Ben Winer ls still home on ·for eastern cotton mills.
surgery at the Mayo Chnl~, Roch- Maine, her present post.
after the men return from pass or a prol.onged furlough. I'll bet I".fC. , He was commissioned a second ester,. Minn.esota, and special work
Miss Robinson is a real Army
furlough. At this time 50 many Tursk1 wishes it were 12 year:; i~- lieutenant of Infa.•try in the Re- m c?1ldren s diseases. at the Chil- Nurse and her chief interest is in
re leaving one can't keep up with stead of 12 days for ;i.t least he is serve Corps of the army in April dren s Hospital, Providence, Rhode the United States Army Nursing
them, but when they return we free of extra duties!
1924, and promoted to 1st lieutenant Island . . She .also too~ a.. course in Corp.s.
shall name them a ll.
. Ru~or has it that Tony Correa in September 1928 .
X-ray m Chicago, IllmolS.
Pvt. Roy says that he has very ~ goi?g to spend New Years Eve
During the Nationwide depression
H~r first assignment after comgood reasons for trying to get into m Poi tland, Maine. .v:;onder what of the late twenties and early pletmg her education was the ma~
the ski corps. We hope that he ls the attraction there lS.
thirties he became a Company of- agement of t.he Phlllp Dodge Hospisuccess!ul. In the meantime he
Last Monday First Sergeant ficer in the Civilian Conservation tal in Mexico City, Mexico. She recan practice up on the hospital hill Reusche spent . a very enjoyable corps and Company Commander signed from this J>0.5ition in Febru.
· afternoon helping the WAAC'S
•
ary 1918 to join the Red c ·
I{ somethmg
should happen he with their payroll. Pleasant work of camp.s in Alfred and Mt. Katah•
• .
ross
won't be far a way.
if you can get it! That's one thing din, Maine; Su ncook, Conway, and Army Nursmg Corps as a reserve
It looks !lice wedding bells for you never did down In Fort Eustis 1Bethlehem, New Hamp.shire, and nurse, and was sent oversea.5 durPvt. McGuinness :ioon. He is going Bob!
By the way, we wonde; Palmer, Mass.
mg World War No. 1 In a surgi~al
to pre ent the big diamo~d when where he got that brand new cornLieutenant Olson has served with team composed o~ 20 nurses. Miss
on his furlough and she is really cob pipe he's been flashing ln the the 5th and 13th United States In- Robinson was stationed at Chal;('au- 1
gettmg a very nice boy . . All will omce these days. I suppose it fantry regiments, and during 1940 ;oux and P· ds in France, served
vouch for that.
comes from Illinois where the rest he w~ with the 26th United States m the Army or Occupation ln Ger1Infantry, 1st Division, serving under many, and a.s Chief Nurse at the
Some o! the pool sharks have of the corny stuff comes from.
tcange methods. When some one
What sergeant and three cor- Colonel Theodore
Roo velt at Port Ho; pit l in Ant.werp, Belgium.
~ shooting at the pay ball they porals were seen climbing into a PlatL>burg Barracks, New
York, While in Bel~ium 11he wa11 able to
hke to wave the cue stick or some truck 1 o ad e d with beautiful Fort Devens Ma.<;.>. and Fort Ben- attend the Olympic Games.
ObJect to distract the shooter. The W AAC'S in front of the PX the ning, Georgi~.
'
Aft.i>r the
war Miss Robinson
writer suggests that if you can't night of the Christmas party? j In February 1942 he was trans- made a tour of Europe, visiting
play the right way that you should ~ell, I gue~ it was too cold that !erred to the Cor~ ·of Mlhtary Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Germany,
take up ping-pong, then you ca~ night to wait for a bus to get to Police, being assigned to the Mill- Greece and the Britbh fales. She
wave the paddle to your hearts town. Oh, you lucky fellas!
.
tary Police Battalion, Camp Ed- returned to the United Stat.es ln
des1~e.
~a ter Sergeant Joe Miller ward-;, Mass., as S-J, Plan and Decemb€-r, 1920, nd was a.>.<>igned
Did Sgts. Butler Psenko and claims he never bowled a game Tr · ·
,,..
d
J
to the Army HOf;pltal nt Tott.en N
' ·
1
th
7ti! h h d th
a1nmg ouicer, an
on
une 1,
, .
Do u ble G get that taxi
fa.re settled o:'l'er
an a :r-un ·
e a
P
h
t
d to t k
I Y., later being ~Pnt to army hOBpi- I
mLSfortune to meet up with Sgt. 1942 ·
e vo 1un eere
. a e a
Carlson and Corporals Deery and cadre to Dow Field to activate and/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
Christopolus oRe night la t week. command. the Millt.ary Police ComImagine such a fine bowler as JoP pany, Av!a.t1on, the personnel and
"Where Old Fri nds Meet"
bowling only 72! Don't kid him organization of winch was later
THF.
Lowest Cu t-Rate P rices in Banabout it too much because it's a transferred to the Air Corp, and
i:or. Shave Needs, Tooth Pastes.
pretty touchy subje<:t with him! a.~ a Guard Squadron.
nd Lea th er K it.s.
Sgt. Walter Keppel and Corp.
His hobbies nre music, baseball,
1
Ray Johnson are on furlough vis- and football
iting thrir homes in New Haven
and .Middletown re pectively, both of the ame d t".
ln the fair tate of Connecticut.
On D c. 22nd Pvts. Dominick
Donna, Carl Hessing, Kenneth
PROMOTIONS
Dining Room
58 MAIN ST~ BANGOR
On De" 15th T 5th Howard M cum, Edg r S lzcnstein, Stanley
Cock t a il Lounge
Cornwell was promoted to T 4th Thom s nd AnU1ony Tur ki were
Grade
Pfc'
Frank Bertrand, promoted to the r nk of Private
Other St res In P ortland.
W. C'h pman, l ' rop.
T.
Pr nk Deery, Charles Splain , First Cl
Y u've 11 hown ha
Lew· ton, Biddeford,
38 MAIN ST.
H rry .J Im n and Richard Lewis you h v it In yo 1 g ng. K p up
1'74 M
Watervfl•e
b c m Technicians 5th Gr d as your good w rk'
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Terry And The Pirates
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Two Low Pairs, Natural
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TRAINING FILMS

Allies hold strategic Tunisian
hills. Troops within 12 miles of
Tunisia are unconfirmed Algiers
broadcast said.

To be shown at the Post Theatre Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 1.315.
Employment of machine gun in attack-31 minutes.
Employment of machine gun in defense-26 minutes.

Death of Admiral Darlan prents a problem to the Allied forces.
he assassination was executed
naturally meticulous and partly ·1
Sunday morning.
General Giraud has now been because he is a writer ):J.imsel!
(formerly juvenile fiction and more I
named his successor.
recently on books on military aviaBritish Eighth Army continued tion), Arnold is fussy about speechpursuit beyond Slrte in Libya of es, letters, and memorandums writthe steadily retreating army of ten for him by his assistants.
sometimes he will rewrite and send
Marshal Rommel.
back their work six or seven times.
BY PFC• .JACK EAVES
Moscow announced in a speci~I
His speed and capacity for deListen, you G. I.'s and Dogfaces.,
communique that soviet Troops tail impress the men with whom
had driven through the middle Don he works. When he goes to con- I want you to know that your
scribe has some pretty dogmatic
Front to within 105 miles of Rostov. Indication pointed also to the ferences with the President, Cor- views on the subject of jazz, but
tightening of a trap around 22 Axis dell Hull, General Marshall, or the if you will bear with me, I'll try
divisions lying between the Volga Joint Chiefs of Staff, he takes no to give the stuff straight, just as
brief case. If someone asks him it hits me with a coke chaser.
a.nd the Don.
how many planes we have in a
After many pleasant evenings
In New Guinea the process o! given sector, Arneld comes back spent at the P. X., it is noted that
slowly blasting the Japanese out of with, "what kind?" and then rattles the "Groaner's" <Bing to you)
their Buna sector beachhead posi- off the details extemporaneously. platter on "Constantly" is garnerEach day experts on the various ing the most nickles. Running section continued.
combat theatres report to him in ond is the perennial favorite by the
From India comes a report that exact detail. Arnold makes mental same Crosby-"Silent Night." This
two Japanese attacks in the Chin I notes on which he can still draw item never fails to stir up the Yale
Hills district on the Burma India weeks later, describing accurately spirit. Even if you are not one of
frontier had been repulsed two the situation as it was and how it Bing's fans, you must admire the
days ago.
has developed since. One of his imagination and easy grace of the
hobbles is geography, so that when John Scott Trotter musical backothers may hunt for hours to dis- grounds, and for the tunes with a
cover some obscure point on the dig, brother Bob's Bob Cats give
Continued rrom the Firs~ Page
map, Arnold can point out the lo- out with a swing that would make
Demosthenes sing a solid riff.
plated backdrop. The target Is a cation almost immediately.
Getting down to the bright spots
cardboard affair 8 feet by 6 feet
Hap Arnold has been fighting for of Bangor <and you'd better be
and appears very small at this dis- the air force for years. Most of all, back by twelve-thirty) I found that
tance. Many of the Guardsmen he has wanted the air force to be the jukes jump most frequently to
have proven themselves very pro- a separate service branch, out the tune of "For Me And My Gal.''
ficient at repeatedly hitting the from under Army control.
This disc is recorded by AbeLyman.
bull's eye. several of the SquadStressing the importance of air This name has been with us since
ron's marktmen have become so power as an offensive weapon, he I .was a mere tot needing a step
cocky over their steady eyes and feels that often, ground forces ladder to reach the controls of the
aims as to request that challenge& should be used to support the air U.mily crystal set. Unlike old wine,
be Issued to all officers and enlisted force rather than the reverse.
Lyman has not improved with age,
men on this Base who
feel as
Addre~sing the graduating cla
but like old cheese, his aroma is
though they have some opposition of four Army fiying schools last more pungent.
to offer.
week at Randolph Field, Texas,
Closing fast in the stretch is the
Challenges can be arranged by Arnold predicted a bright future Andrews Sisters' "Here Comes the
phoning S-Sgt. Kelcourse at 330, for the air force. "We have a Navy." My amazenemt is endless
or by dropping into the Squad- secret weapon or two up our aerial that the Beer Barrel Polka still reron's orderly room between the sleeves that will deal paralyzing talns its popularity. This Navy
hours of 1900 and 2100 nightly. A.•" bl ows to t h e enemy," he declared, "business
is just a rehash of the
lk
a slight warning to all interested a ddl ng t hat Liberators and Flying Po
a." We still
f
· Jack a war song
'"'rties, reputations as sharpshoot- p ortresses are "perhaps the last of o · tiany th
proportions.
It is my con,,..
t
t>rs are cast aside nightly, so be sure
vic on a a song that could reach
the
small
bombers"
and
that
"enh
I
·t
to do all your shooting with a
sue popu an y with the Joes and
t d h d . t
tirely new 'battle-wagons' are on Yardbirds would carry a set of
-~ ea Y an ms ead of a l~e the way.'' Within a few months, lyrics so badly in need of a G. I.
tongue. T_en roun(~~ Of ammunition he warned Germany and Italy, scrubbing that no record company
will be IS.'iued to each contestant. "hundred of planes <will be) drop- would risk cutting it. Consequently
The only thmgs needed are in their
teacty aim.s and goo<l eyesight.
P. g
bo~bs not one or two it would miss the simultaneous
mghts a week but 24 hours a day. playing and singing-nation-wideLike most other high-rankmg that is necessary to make a song
omcers in Washington, Arnold lives an instantaneous hit.
at Fort Myer, Va, close by the
.
Conlinuecl rrom the First Page
Pentagon Building. He has an at- , audience; and so it was thought
h comes into close contact with tractive wife, one ,;on'ln the Army better to engage Bangor Opera
enlisted men and noncoms in gun one about t-0 graduate from West House, the city's largest theatre.
crews and among mechanics. Re- Point, a third in lo~r school, and T.~e general public will not be adcently when enlisted men jumped a daughter, who is the wife of a mitted.
In his weekly broadcast, Sunday
to atlkntion as the general entered naval aviator, Lt. Comdr. Ernest
their office, he called to them: "the M. Snowden. From his son-in-Jaw night, Benny formally announced
Arnold recently .,v
"'~t a verbal lash~ his Bangor engagement. This rehell with that stuff. Sit down!"
Arnold is a hard worker, put- ing on the short-comings of Army moved some slight doubt; for, alting in a 7:30 a.m. to 6:45 p.m. bombing tactics that upheld other though negotiations had been in
day, and he expects results from tt>stimony he had received. Used to active progress, WLBZ officials
others.
When he's asked how giving rather than getting com- were not certain that final arrangesoon he wants something, one or mnncl._, the general listened meekly, ments had been made u;itil this
his favorite xpresslons is: "I want then issued orders that met his statement came over the air-waves.
it ycsterda ·.'' Partly because he's son-in-law's criticisms.

'--------------------------------..!
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HOME FRONT HONEY-While George Hurrell, famed photographer of beautiful girls, does his bit as a private in the U. S. Army,
lovely Leslie Brooks will carry on on the home front as the "Hurrell
Girl" for the duration. Her qualifications are obvious.

Men, 38 And Over, Are Now
Eligible For Army Discharge
Men in the army, 38 years of age
and over, are now eligible for honorable discharges. Effective since
December 5th, when men of that
age group were declared no longer
subject to induction, cert.am, provisions must be met befo[e men already in the army will be released.
The soldier must voluntarily request the discharge, in writing, to
his immediate commanding officer.
The soldier's age (38 or over) must
handicap him to such an extent
that his usefulness to the army b
secondary to that of industry. And,
finally, the soldier must present
satisfactory evidence that he wiii
be employed in an essential war in dustry, including agriculture, if be

is discharged.
These discharges are by no
means automatic, and no soldier
will be discharged unless a suitable
trained replacement is available
and present. Acceptance of an application means merely that the
soldier's request will receive consideration. The War Department
stresses that these provisions are
subject to revision or revocation a.t
any time.
Discharges under this
plan will be granted in furtherance
of the war effort, not as a right o!
the individual. Experience of the
past three years has proven that
men of the age group in question
are more effective in contributing
to the war effort in industry rather
than in the army.

You "Long Hairs" probably know
that the u. s. o . houses a fine
collection of classical and semiclassical recordings. Their latest
acquisition is Debussy's "La Mer."
and the most frequently played is
the ever popular Bolero. Now that
the Petrillo-Kousevitzsky fued has
lbeen settled, we can look forward - - - - - - - - - - - - to some more of those superb BosContinued from t;ie First Page
ton Symphony recordings.
--4
Yours for jazz that is "father
tree lent a real spirit of Chri. tmas back" and "lower down." I'll dig
to the occasion.
you again in the next edition.
As they filed out of the hall, each
bo~ ~nd girl was given a box conThe trainer put his two perform11
tam mg candy and orange!'. Be- ing dogs through their routine while
fore the group broke up Chap.lain the vaudeville agent watched, ut!-"ellows led the group Jn the smgJ.pxt:dtYe
mg of carols, and Chaplam Car- terly bored, until, at the finish, the
j mody brought a short Chrlstmas little dog piped up, "Well, pal, how's
.,
not
too strong!
me age.
about booking us?" 'My God!" exCaptr.in Kelly and hi !<talf of claimed the agent, electrified, "you
not too mild!
workers decora~<t the hall and don•t mean the little dog•s talking!"
it's just right!
"Nab," Eaid the trainer wearily,
made mo• of the anangemen
:---use-=--;;;r1ct•a·
As a pruau11on,
only as
which made the p ty a compl te "the big dog's a ventriloquist." <J.
C. FurnasJ.
succe

I

Santa Claus

Borrow Books

Free
Your uniform is
your introduction

Bangor Public

Library
145 Harlow St.

Jack Benny
Contmued from the First Page
who the other ente1taincrs are to
bP
'I'he program will go on a nation-wicle hook-up over Sta ti on
WLBZ, Bangor. It will b gh, at 7
ending at ?.JO.
'
In th" last two week.~. Benuy. ~nd
his <·ompanion · have been v1 ;itmg
F.a t I'll Army camps, including the
larger one In Nt:w England. Usually, th y np1,<nr <lucctly at the encampm n . Dow P1 cl, however,
ha no hall to accommodate a big

!
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'Flying Fortresses' --A New
Headache for German Airmen1

MEETING OF
SKI CLUB
Ther e will be a m eeting of th e
newly f ormed ski club in TG at
12:45 Wednesday, D ec. 30th. L t.
Ames, who i~ In ch ar ge of t he
ski tow, will discuss fu t ure plan..<;
for the club. At this t ime, all
personnel in ter ested in skiing
are welcome.

B-17 Flymg Fortresses are caus- bombers m a de twelve raids before
ing German fliers plen t y of un - they Jost their first plane-a r eceasiness, not to ment ion ple n ty of ord which has r evised European
pla n es. That is the story told by concepts of d aylight bombing and
Colo nel Frank Armstrong,
Air , comfinned our own. It opens a n ew
Corp.s, commander of the fi rs t ' phase of the aerial war throughout
g ro up of these four-en gined bomb- the world.
ers t-0 go into action over Europe
"Our longest running fight wi t h
dies the music for all Qua rterma.swith United States Army Air t he Luftwaffe lasted about fi fty- ter parties turned in a nice job
Forces crews. Under his command. fi ve minutes. We were jumped by
during a recent ..get toge ther"- h e
Flying Fortresses made t he fir;;t the German figh ters, who m a de a
had Sgt. "Red Barston" playing
All-American heavy bomber attack light a ttack just a s we cro.ssed the
baritone horn and allowing for a
on Rouen.
coast. Near Abbeville, 50 of the 190s
few blue notes here and there "Red "
Other combat missions followed swarmed against us and a s many
did plen ty all right considering his
In rapid succession, including the more hit us near t he target. We
ins t rument is r eally a trumpet.
Dieppe raid, in which the attack lost no ships but put down many
Others in Pappy's outfit include
was led by Colonel Armstrong who of theu·s.
I
Pfc. Charlie Rosano, Pfc. Luciano
provided
effective
support
by
"The Germans are now very
Carello, Pfc. Joe Raimo, Pfc. Jack
neutralizing German fighter in- 1cagy. They do not come in close 1
Eaves, Pfc. Edgar Burns, Pfc. Leo
stalla t ions.
range of our .50 callbers and to
Thayer, Pfc. Thomas Keane, and
Recently returned from England. duck in with hurr~ed attacks. AlSgt. Bob Scott.
Colonel Armstrong will be on duty though 1,200 ya1:ds lS considered be·
temporarily in this country to .,.ive yond the ~ffect1ve range for acthe benefit of his combat exp~ri- curate aenaJ gunnery, one of our
ence to AAF units here, the Wal" B~l7s hit and exploded a_ Germ&;n
Deparlment announced.
fi" ht_er._ It was probably Just lucK,
.
but it mcreased the respect of the
Although 1;1S Group made so~e German pilots for American fire~ustakes d_urmg the Rauen _raid, I power. The Germans, normally.
aue to excitement and inexperience don 't open fire at longer range.;
-such as muffling signals and than soo yards.''
staying overlong on bombing runs
Up to the time Colonel Arm-the Germans were unable to strong left, the AAF B-17 group in
prof!-t by the errors because of the England had operaied the big four•
terrific firepower of the B-17s.
engined bombers in formations of
_..... AT 9. .... O\JIT 1rL•~-;;;:,;;;
Those carols sung over our loud7
"We didn't make the same mis- ' 12 to 96 planes.
- ~~~~~.
speaker Wed11esaay night were detakes again/' Colonel Armstrong
Although German anti-aircraft
:.~: ~~:..~g~~~~~'
llvered by a group of Senior Girl
commented, "so that although the fire is heavy at many JX>ints in ocScouts from the Hammond street
Germans put their finest fighters , cupied territory, it has never
PRCF'lllREO IH COOPEl!Anoll WITH u.s WAR DEPT PEAA\ISSIOH TO REPRODUCE 15 HEREBY GllAtllED
church. Accepting our invitation to
the Focke Wolf 190 and the best knocke<> down an American plane, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sing here. the girls also visited the
of their pilots up, the American Colonel Armstrong reported .
the prescribed manner for him, or hospital where they sang to tho.o;e
' grea t es t asse t 1s
. h"L5 erec t a!
our soldiers hospitalized for the
e1se._ H 1s
holidays.
Harold
Sullivan,
Pvt.
John
Gabucarnage
and
smart
salute.
Taking
pat' . th
Guard Squadron
nas, Pfc. Ed Yanko, Corp. Steve
11 Pvt: st
R'
d
El 0 d
.
·o m
e program were
s.
t
.acdy
to
icde
tlan
.
w?b
l
Leah
White,
Elaine Nichole, Bari Lubick and S Sgt. Paul K e lcourse . I
J Tu
v
11e
1 e 1mposs 1 e
0
Many cards are being received
rner .
.
.
l bara Mosher, Kathleen Trenholm,
CPL. FRANK SHEA
here from former members of this
~ast Sun~ay mgl~t by ~rymg to ride Barbara Scott, Caroline Gamble,
101
1 111
The training program for the organization, who were sent to
'
a taxicab
nothmg.,
Rita Bartlett., Betty Palmer, Anitfl.
15
men of this squadron is varied and Mitchel Field, New York, recently. I
Our bowlmg U'a_m
rol!mg along Torrey, Joanne Pendleton, Eleanor
very interestino- • Under the direc- I From the tre_nd of their writing·,
I 1 toward. a new !ugh. Corp_. Willis, Poylot. Ellen Poylot, Joan Cusht t
___ __
, , Pfc. Field? and•Pvt. W1lhe Mack Iman, Mru·y Jane Redman, Betty
0
tio~ of Captai~ A. W. Nelson, the ~~~eas:t ~~t~dillh:e~h~~ge ~~Y s~~=
Two teams of .enlisted men
are the 111gh sc.o~·mg men on the Ann Conners, Janet McAloon . Syloff1cers of thlS orga111zat1on are I tions, and are a little more than
will bowl two teams of the
teamd ?ne otrei it~m, t~ur bowlmg I via Richardson, RIWl Jameson
doing a .>plendid job of instructing eager to get nearer some combat
'h'AACS Wednesday night. The
squa LS on une or
eir games. Manon Holden, and Annie .Jane
the men in the proper use or all area.
bowling match will be held at
<Other teams pleuse copy).
Philbrick.
firearm;;. The machine gun periods
Rifle practice, held daily by the
s o'clock at the Academy alleys.
The group was under the dtrechave proven the most interesting men of this outfit, has brought out
The Band
tion of Mrs. Antoinette Toney, asas this calls for the closest scrutiny the fact that there are many exsisted by Miss Margaret Mtlxfi Id
wt th its intricate parts. Lieut. w. pert marksmen among our rankS. A via ti on Squadron News
and Mrs. Merton Foster.
H. Waldron serves as a very able Among the leaders in sharpshootBy SGT. ROBERT B. SCOTT
~--teacher in this matter, and irns Ing are Sgt. Jack Wunderlich ot By PVT. BRUCE o. 'SAMUELS
Cpl. Edigitjio Vincente Bisceglia
AnswE:rs to Col. Quiz
more than amazed several of our the town patrol, Sgt. Day, Corp.
has returned from a furlough lookmen with his skill and speed in H. H. Rickers, Pvt. Petan, Pvt.
The Aviation Squadron of today ing "fit as his fiddle"-and inclfield stripping and replacing all Harvey Patterso nand Sgt. Oleson. is a unit far superior to the out- dentally his fiddle rejoining it's secQuestions on Page 5
parts of the machine gun. InstrucSgt. Paul Streeter, our Personnel fit of two months ago. One might , tion means much to the orchestra
ANSWERS TO COLENEL QUI7.
tions of this sort prove very valu- Clerk, is now back on duty after. say, naturally, the men are more right now for the brass section beI. The United Slate~ (3.026,78
able and we shall at a future date returning from furlough. Paul was experienced soldiers than they were I ing depleted by the absence of Sgt. square mile~> AuRlrali
(2,97-l,581
be able to place our confidence in both surprised and dismayed to two months ago. This is true, but Al Jarusevice and Pfc. Joseph Rai- square miles) .
those now called students of our learn that during his absence his in addition to that fact, there is mo has been temporarily discon2. Russia, in A. I· .
body.
very capable and popular assistant,
3. Yokohama.
A real Christmas atmosphere pre- Joe Regan, was sent to another more spirit and initiative m the tinued. .
4. Spain , Itnly, Swit?.erland, Gervails in the Squadron's Day Room . station. However, Paul, as much as men. We have some very fme o~Speakmg of furloughs-Mr . Clap- many Belgium Luxembourg An Capt. Nelson, along with Sgt . Day we all miss Joe, the show must ficers leading us and through their per left Thursd11y night after the I dorra and Mon, co.
,
and Cpl. Mullin, made a trip into go on.
very capable instruction we are on broadcast for a week's vacation. He
5. Rome <ltltitude 4l 53 • 34 .. 'I'h r
the woods in the sub-zero weather
Most popular man in the orgam- the "military ball." We want to plans to be back in time to take latitude of N w York is 4-0
35"
to select the fine Christmas tree, zation at mail call is Pvt. Mike take this opportunity to welcome Lt. over his duties on
this week's
which is sure to bring the joyous Onufrak of the Penn. Onufrak Arrends to the _Squadron.
~oadca~t which as you • already p--~~~---------1111
holiday spirit to the boys in this clan. Mike, who is never too busy
Our CO MaJor Berman made a know will be heard from the stage /
1
organization. The decorations and to spread a little sunshine an a i:ery f~ne gesture in exten~ing an at City Hall following the . USO j
lighting arrangements were handle<! blighted life, has received no less mv1tation to the many friends of dance.
expertly by Cpl. Tom Shanley.
than one hundred and eight pieces the Squadron, in the City of BanBeing handicapped by the missing
•
•
Another item of keen interest to of mail in the last three days. It gor to have Christmas dinner wlth bra.~s section hasn't stopped Pfc.
the men of this outfit is the appe- i.s Mike's modest claim that the the officers and men of the Squad- Jack Eaves from turning out intizmg menu scheduled for the bulk of the mail was from former ron.
teresting music. He is capable of
squadron's Christmas dinner. Sgt. students of his Sunday school class
C'orp. Harold Wood i.c; more happy digging much out of seemingly
Aubrey Stevens, who is no new- back in Altoona, Pa. According to as he goes about his duties at head- nothing and the "Winter Wondercome1 to this sort of work, will the postmark, Mike, a great many quarters now that his cha1ming land" number heard on Thursday's I
Today, Tues., Wed., Thur~.
supervi e the festive board and, must have moved to Old Town, wife has joined him here.
broadca t was the result of much
PAT
GEORGE
judging from the excellent dinner Maine.
We cordially invite other units picking and patching. Nice picking, I
O'BRIEN
in
MURPHY
he turned out on Thanksgiving
Privates Carl Bonas and Sol on the base to come down and see Jackson!
Day, our expectations and appetit'es Burnett were recent guests of Mr. our Christmas tree.
Throughout the musical program
"The Navy Comes
a.re sure to be taken care of in a and Mrs. Bill Whalen in Bangor.
The basketball league race looks Pfc. Leo V!ner's oooe was promregal manner.
Their host
became somewhat as though it may end up in a three- inently heard and enjoyably so.
M Sgt. W. E. Berger, after nine- a_lanned at their enormous appe- way tie, but this observer predicts Being re~ruiled from serious music
With
teen months of continuous service, tites, but, after hearing their heart- the Aviation Squadron will be the where this instrument isn't uncomMAX BAER
ha.s finally decided to take a ten- rendin~ folk songs of the. Brome, winner in the final play off.
mon, the oboe docs things to popday furlough and visit back home he dec1de:d t~at. all was not 111 vain.
The section around 13th street ular music that is at once strange
in Bridgeport, Conn. During h.1s ~nother mv1tation will be extended where the Project b ngalow nre, and delightful.
bsence, S/Sgt. Paul Kelcourse will m November, 1992.
will be known from now on as "G.
The Ch. plams; ChristmM party
handle the duties of 1st Sergeant. ,
...
.
.
I. Valley,"
held at the rce1 atlon hall WednesltAltCOll
A~ong other squadron membe~s
Ra ..mm 1s sa1? to be mori- abunEach week this column Will de- day afternoon was a very .special
Today, Tues., Wed.
l.eavmg on furlough for the holl- dant m the se 1 1m«:>nt o! th~ deep vote some space to Introduce you affair-those in the orchestra prlvSabatini'~ Great J..ove Storr
da¥s are Cpl. Tom Shanley, Pvt. ocean bottom thr.u in land rJ::ks.
to the men who are the Aviation ileged to be there had almost as
Squadron. We will call this space much fun as the kiddies for whom
''Who's Who in the Squadron." This It was given.
WUh
week we introduce to you our
Cpl. Burt Schapcrow was ln
Tyrone Power
first-sergeant,
Master
Sergeant charge of a p1·ogram pre.~en~
1Maureen O'Hara
~muel Randall. "Sarge" has been Wednesday evening at the Penob111 the Army for 24 years. His tert zcot Exchange Hotel for a children's
coat sleeve looks like a zebra' coat, party sponsored by the Lions club
Blouses, Overcoats, Short Coats,
it has so mnny stripes on It. He Is of Bangor. Tho: e takmg part with
11'.arried and reside. in B ngor with Schnperow included Pfc. Leo ThnySlacks, Caps, Shirts and
l11s wife and son. Herc i his pet' er, Pfc. Tom Ke ne, Sgt. Paul GeAccessories
TODAY-TUE ..
peeve: In close order drill the pivot den and Sgt. M rshnll Clark,
Highest Quality at Reasonable
lml'Ol,
RONAl.D
man hnd better get arr the pivot in
Sgt. William Sheridan, who han·
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The BLACK SWAN

For the ARMY OFFICER and
ENLISTED MAN

Prices
We sell First Class equipment-no
"seconds" or "rejects"
The sale of all our badges, chevrons and insignia is authorized
by the War Dept.

FLYNN

110 EXCHANGE ST.

REAGAN
-In-

a

eD·

M. L. FRE CH & SON CO.
"l"'IIE HOU 'E OJ.
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IFORMS"

BANGOR, MAINE

Desperate Journey

WHERE GOOD FELLOWS
GET TOGETHER

A Splend d C'o-l··e lure

Give Out, Sisters

AT THE

Tilt:

COCKTAIL BAR
BANGOR EXCHANGE HOTEL
PICKf'RING

B

GOR

!;t:irring
NHREWS SISTf'I'S

New Y ar's Eve Midnite
Shows at Op ra House and
Bijou, R serve Seats Now!

